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Report of the Chief Planning Officer 
 
PLANS PANEL WEST 
 
Date: 18 June 2010 
 
Subject: APPLICATION 08/03190/RM, LAYING OUT OF ACCESS AND ERECTION OF 96 
HOUSES AND CONVERSION OF OFFICES TO 4 HOUSES,  OCCUPATION LANE AND 
UPPERMOOR, PUDSEY 
 
APPLICANT DATE VALID TARGET DATE 
S Swallow 7 July 2008 6 October 2008 
 
 

       
 
 

Specific Implications For:  
 
Equality and Diversity 
  
Community Cohesion 
 
Narrowing the Gap 

Electoral Wards Affected:  
 
Pudsey 

 Ward Members consulted 
 (referred to in report)  
Yes 

RECOMMENDATION: 
GRANT Permission subject to the following conditions; 
 

1.  Compliance with submitted drawings 
2.  Implementation of noise report recommendations 
3. Construction and retention of vision splays for lifetime 

 4.  Details of retaining walls 
5.  Reason for approval 
  

1.0  INTRODUCTION: 
 

1.1 The application is for the approval of reserved matters relating to o
25/25/05/OT.  The application is brought to Panel because the prev
reserved all matters except access following concern by Members 
the density and layout of the scheme. The application is also of sig
brownfield site in Pudsey and has been the subject of intensive neg
past 2 years. 

 
2.0 PROPOSAL: 
 

 

of development.

utline application 
ious proposal 
regarding both 
nificant size on a 
otiation over the 



2.1 This is a reserved matter application.  The scheme before Panel involves the 
construction of 96 houses on the site with the retention and  conversion of the 
existing stone buildings on the frontage to a further 4 dwellings. The 96 houses are 
of 16 different house types including a range of accommodation from 1 bed to 4 bed 
and from 1.5 to 3 storeys.  Materials are not specified and the submission of 
materials is a condition of the outline permission. 

 
2.2 The main access to the site is towards the south eastern end of the site frontage to 

Uppermoor.   Along the Uppermoor frontage, in addition to the retention of existing 
buildings, the new development proposed will generally reflect existing housing in 
the area being located close to the back of the footpath.  To avoid multiple accesses 
to Uppermoor, houses on the frontage will be served by rear vehicular access roads 
and parking. 

 
2.3 The access runs into the site to a T junction, from which the main estate road runs 

south towards Occupation Lane and north and then centrally up the spine of the 
site, to the western site boundary.  The main open space to the site is opposite this 
T junction and forms a “village green” feature overlooked by housing. There are 
pedestrian accesses from the site south to Occupation Lane and west to land 
owned by the City Council which is designated as proposed open space in the 
Leeds UDP (Review 2006). 

 
2.4 The proposal will include 218 car parking spaces in total, allowing for 20 on street 

parking spaces, and 2267m2 of amenity space.   
 
2.5 In addition to conditions relating to the approval of materials throughout the site the 

outline application includes conditions requiring the necessary highway 
improvements; the provision, improvement and relocation of bus shelters on 
Uppermoor; the submission of details for the provision of on-site and off site 
Greenspace in accordance with policy N2 of the UDP (Review 2006); the provision 
of affordable housing; submission of hard and soft landscaping details; submission 
of details of means of enclosure; details of levels; the assessment of the site for 
contamination and its remediation;  the control of dust and the removal of mud and 
grit from lorries during construction, and details of foul and surface water drainage 

 
3.0  SITE AND SURROUNDINGS: 
 
3.1 The site is 2.7 hectares in area and extends south west from a frontage on 

Uppermoor of about 113 metres to the Green Belt boundary. It is vacant industrial 
land.  It is understood it was acquired by Pudsey Engineering Works in 1971 for a 
highly specialised business that involved rolling and forming of heavy steel, tubular 
and conical structures, including associated fabrication and machining, principally 
for offshore oil, gas, steel production and process industries. Following the closure 
of  the business in about 2002 the site was actively marketed but there was no 
serious interest for employment purposes. Since consent was granted in 2006 some 
of the frontage buildings to Uppermoor have been demolished but the main shed 
and the older stone properties remain.  Much of the rest of the site is covered in low 
scrub. 

 
3.2 The site itself rises significantly (some 12 metres) from the Uppermoor frontage to 

the Green Belt boundary to the west. It also rises from the north western edge of the 
site with the rear gardens of properties on Wellington Grove to the rear gardens of 
properties on Glenroyd Close and the south eastern frontage to Occupation Lane by 
up to 6 and 8 metres respectively.  

   



3.3 The site is in a mixed use area. Immediately to the east on the Uppermoor frontage 
is a hot food takeaway.  To the south off Occupation Lane and at a lower level is a 
large factory.  Whilst there are other mill sites on the south side of Waterloo Road 
the other main use in the area is residential with the cul-de-sacs of Wellington Grove 
to the north (at a lower level) and bungalows on Glenroyd Close to the south ( at a 
higher level).  More traditional stone houses and terraces are found along 
Occupation Lane. 

 
3.4 Uppermoor is the main access road linking Bradford Road to Pudsey Town Centre.  

On the other side of Uppermoor is Victoria Road.  A new school has been 
constructed in Victoria Road since the outline consent was granted and opposite the 
new school is the extensive open recreational area of Queens Park which is about 
250m from the proposed access into the application site. 

 
4.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY: 

09/000408/OT:  Outline application to erect residential development to industrial 
site.  Pending determination.  Renewal of 25/25/05/OT. 
 
07/06424/RM: Laying out of access road and erection of 85 flats and 75 houses.  
Withdrawn. 
 
25/25/05/OT Outline application to erect residential development to industrial site.  
Permission granted 1.2.2006  
 

5.0  HISTORY OF NEGOTIATIONS: 
 
5.1 The original outline application was the subject of extensive discussion and debate 

at Panel.  The application was originally submitted as 168 dwellings – 75 houses 
and 93 flats and was the subject of a number of revisions including one for 75 
houses and 85 flats considered at Panel on 6th October 2005.   

 
5.2 As a result of members’ concerns the application was eventually amended to one 

which sought permission for the principle of development with all matters reserved 
except for access. 

 
5.3 Following the grant of outline consent  application 07/06424/RM for the laying out of 

access road and erection of 85 flats and 75 houses was submitted but subsequently 
withdrawn when Officers indicated that proposal was likely to be unacceptable.  

 
5.4 The present application as submitted showed 110 houses and an additional 4 

resulting from conversion, a total of 115 units.  The current layout for a total of 100 
units has been arrived at following the submission of numerous alternative layouts 
and several meetings with the applicant’s advisors over the past two years. 
 

 
6.0 PUBLIC/LOCAL RESPONSE: 

 
6.1 The application was the subject of “Major Departure” site notices posted on 29 July 

2008 at 10 locations around the site.  Further plans were similarly published on 
notices posted on 6 January 2009. 

 
The present proposal was the subject of revised site notices posted on 30 March 
2010. 
 



The current proposals have been the subject of a meeting with Ward Councillors 
who raised no objections to the application. 
 
In total there have been 14 representations received to the three site notices.  
 
Of the 6 representations to the previous two schemes: one was a general objection 
to the development of the site in the absence of additional facilities for children and 
young people; two supported the first proposal subject to safeguards to their 
property, but objected to the January 2009 proposals on basis of overlooking; and 
one objected on the basis that the previous access proposal would have reduced 
parking. 
                                                                                                                                                      
Of the 8 that relate to the present scheme, three of these support the proposal 
subject to protection of the foundations of a boundary wall and maintenance of 
access to an existing dwelling (including the two individuals who objected to the 
January 2009 proposals).  Three object to the proposal on grounds of: overlooking 
and overshadowing; loss of outlook; potential effect on water pressure; effect on 
wildlife; additional traffic generation on Waterloo Road; and additional noise 
generated from the development of the site.  A further representation related to a 
discrepancy between the floor plans and elevations of a unit which has been 
addressed.  Another objects to the development of the site, or indeed any other 
land, in this area because of the perceived effect on the quality of life. 

 
7.0 CONSULTATION RESPONSES: 
 

In general terms the concerns expressed in consultation responses to the various 
versions of the proposal that have been submitted have been addressed in relation 
to the proposal now before Panel.  In view of this, the responses reported relate to 
the present scheme, other than where additional points have been made in earlier 
consultation responses that need to be addressed in this report..   
 

 Statutory: 
 

Highways: No objection to revised scheme  subject to protection of visibility splays 
and sightlines 

 
Non-statutory: 

 
SDU Design:  No objection to revised scheme 
 
Nature Conservation: Recommendations regarding additional work relating to bat 
surveys and protection of breeding birds.  
 
Local Plans: It is noted that the scheme includes 0.2267 hectares of well located, 
onsite public greenspace. This has been included in calculating the off site 
contribution. There is not sufficient existing greenspace within the 400m and 800m 
thresholds to meet the requirements of N2.2 and N2.3 
 
99 dwellings generates the following requirement of the provision of greenspace: 
N2.1: 0.396 
N2.2: 0.198 
N2.3: 0.198 
The greenspace commuted sum is as follows: 
Laying out of greenspace: £101,387.87 
Play areas: £58,849.92 



Off site maintenance: £23,037.26 
Professional fees (16.3%): 16,526.22 
Total commuted sum: £199,801.27 
 
Affordable housing 
The site is located in the outer suburbs Housing Market Zone with the requirement 
for 30% affordable housing. This should be broken down into 50% social rented and 
50% submarket/intermediate housing# 
 
Neighbourhoods and Housing: Provided the recommendations contained in the 
Noise report are adhered to a suitable degree of residential amenity should be 
achieved in the development. 
 
Education Leeds: No educational requirement 
 
City Services: No objection 
 
Public rights of way:  No public rights of way are shown on the provisional map. Non 
definitive rights of way may be present 

  
Metro: Request additional shelter to existing bus stop, live bus information and 
raising of kerbs at all shelters and bus stops in the area, as well as travel cards for 
occupants. 

  
 
8.0 PLANNING POLICIES: 

The rear of the site is allocated as an E3 existing supply site for local economy in 
the UDP (E3C(11)) and adjoins the Green Belt and a Special Landscape Area (SLA) 
to the west. 

 
Relevant policies in the adopted LUDP (Review 2006); 
 
E3C (11) – land committed for employment use 
E7 – loss of employment land to other uses 
GP5 – development control considerations 
Policy H4 – development of non – identified sites for housing 
Policy T2 – access to development 
Policy T24 – car parking guidelines 
Policy N4 – greenspace requirements for housing developments 
Policy H11 and H12 – affordable housing requirements for housing developments 
Policy N12 – principles of urban design 
Policy N23 – incidental open space around new built development 
Policy N24 – landscape transition to the Green Belt edge 

 
Supplementary Planning Document: Neighbourhoods for Living. 

 
9.0 MAIN ISSUES 

 
Principal of development 
Layout and design 
Character and density 
Effect on residential amenity  
Highway issues 
Other issues 
 



10.0 APPRAISAL 
  

Principal of development 
 
10.1  This application is for reserved matter approval, and having been submitted within 

three years of the granting of outline consent, the outline is still valid even though it 
was granted in February 2006.  It is clear, therefore, that the Council has accepted 
the principle of residential development of this site and the loss of land allocated for 
employment use in the Leeds UDP (Review 2006). 

 
10.2 The outline consent includes conditions to address the important elements of 

affordable housing and greenspace provision as well as the required transport 
improvements.  However although affordable housing and greenspace are not 
required as part of these reserved matters (although the location of on site 
greenspace has been submitted as part of the layout), details of these matters need 
to be submitted and approved prior to the commencement of development.  There is 
therefore no requirement to include conditions if this application is approved for 
affordable housing/greenspace/transport improvements as these matters are 
already covered by the outline consent. 

 
10.3 In relation to this application, therefore, the matters that need to be considered in 

determining the application relate specifically to the implications of the layout and 
design details submitted on visual and residential amenity and highway safety. 

 
 Layout and Design 
 
10.4 Because of the shape of the site it is clear that any development is likely to involve a 

spine road from the lower part of the site west to the Green Belt boundary and all of 
the layouts discussed with the applicants have been based on this.  During the 
course of discussions officers highlighted a number principles they considered 
relevant to the site in terms of layout and design and amenity.  With regard to each 
of these concepts the following is considered relevant in relation to the proposed 
layout:  

 
1. Retention of the existing stone buildings on the frontage with Uppermoor. 

 
10.5 Although the outline consent does not refer to this issue, indicative layouts 

discussed at that time, and under the withdrawn reserved matter application 
07/06424/RM proposed the demolition of these stone buildings.  In formulating 
design principles for the present scheme Officers proposed that these buildings 
should be retained.  This was accepted by the applicant and the proposed scheme 
shows them converted to two pairs of semi detached houses.    

 
2. Development with houses, not apartments. 
 

10.6 Members made it clear when considering the outline and the withdrawn application 
that they were unhappy with four storey apartment blocks on this site frontage.  
Such development would be out of keeping with surrounding housing and the 
present proposal therefore is for houses only.  

 
3. Development to front on to Uppermoor and the main Estate Road and to 

overlook greenspace. 
 
10.7 In order to reflect the local area, where many of the original houses are located 

close to the back of the footway in Uppermoor, Officers requested that the new 



development should reflect this, rather than the backs of houses and rear gardens 
as shown  on earlier schemes.  Again this is largely achieved by the proposed 
scheme with the exception of the converted buildings where the existing footprint 
precludes this approach.  

 
10.8 In addition previous schemes incorporated greenspace behind existing housing with 

little potential for supervision by overlooking.  Concerns were expressed that in 
visual terms the greenspace would not be integrated into the development and 
could give rise to potential for anti social behaviour.  The proposed layout now 
includes a central “village green” surrounded and overlooked by housing and 
offering the opportunity for a central landscaped recreational area for residents.  
Whilst is accepted that the greenspace provision is less than 0.2 hectares per 50 
houses, the site abuts a large area of proposed greenspace to the west, which is 
owned by  Leeds City Council and is close to Queen’s Park, Victoria Road.  The 
potential therefore exists for commuted sums from the site to be used to enhance 
these area and benefit the future occupants of the houses on this site and current 
residents.      

 
4. Parking provision to be provided in front of and integral to individual houses 

to avoid the need for parking courts (visually intrusive and in most cases 
contrary to Secured by Design). 

 
10.9 Early schemes proposed extensive car parking courts and on street parking often 

remote from the property to which they relate.  This scheme proposes some parking 
court areas, primarily relating to the properties fronting Uppermoor where the 
provision of multiple frontage access and the location of the housing far enough 
back from the highway to incorporate frontage parking would be detrimental to 
highway safety and contrary to the principle of reflecting surrounding development 
by locating housing close to the highway frontage.  

 
5. Surface changes on access roads to identify the hierarchy. 

 
10.10 This will be a matter for conditions already attached to the outline consent. 
 

6. Visitor parking to be provided on street with 5.5 metre main spine road. 
7. Greenspace to be kept free of parking spaces. 

 
10.11 Earlier schemes provided on street parking spaces for visitors and in some cases 

residents, including around the central village green.  The present proposal provides 
adequate parking for residents, largely within or adjacent to the plot to which it 
relates, whilst the width of the main spine road is adequate for on street parking of 
visitors. 

 
8. Pedestrian accesses to site from south and west to be wide and overlooked 

by adjacent housing. 
 
10.12 The present proposal addresses the need to provide pedestrian access into the site 

from Occupation Lane and to the land to the west. Concerns were expressed during 
discussions with the applicants that these pedestrian accesses must not be 
designed as narrow and enclosed ginnels, as this was considered unacceptable 
both in design terms and because such features encourage anti social behaviour.  
The present proposal is considered to address these concerns subject to 
appropriate control of means of enclosure, surface treatment and landscaping. 

 



10.13 In addition to these layout issues the design of the proposed houses, particularly 
those on the frontage and around the green, has been the subject of discussions 
between the architect and the Council.  The general theme has been to pay 
attention to proportions and symmetry of doors and windows.  Some three storey 
houses are proposed within the site and some split two/three story properties to 
address changes in level, but these are considered acceptable in the context of the 
overall layout.  Materials are to be determined under the outline conditions. 

 
 Character and Density 
 
10.14 The proposal – 100 houses on a 2.7 hectare site – is at a density of 37 units per 

hectare.  This exceeds the national indicative minimum density of 30 dwelling per 
hectare referred to in PPS3, and is considered appropriate to the character of this 
area which includes a wide range of type  and density of housing. 

 
10.15 The application of the principles outlined above has produced a good quality layout 

and in particular the frontage to the site reflects the character of the part of Pudsey 
with housing (rather than the previously proposed flats) fronting onto Uppermoor.  
Within the site the variety of house types and the layout is acceptable when 
considered in the context of the wide range of designs of housing in the vicinity of 
the site in Occupation Lane, Wellington Grove and Glenroyd Close.  

 
 Effect on residential amenity 
 
10.16 In relation to surrounding development, the main issues identified that required care 

were to avoid overlooking of properties in Wellington Grove, by providing adequate 
garden lengths and avoid close encroachment to properties in Glenroyd Close that 
are at a higher level and overlook the site, some of which have very short gardens. 

 
10.17 It should be noted in relation to the layout as proposed that previous objections 

relating to proximity of  properties to back gardens in Glenroyd Close have been 
withdrawn in relation to the present scheme subject to safeguards to boundaries 
which can be secured by condition. 

 
10.18 With regard to Wellington Grove, three objections relate to overlooking of houses 

and gardens as a result of the development, the application site being at a higher 
level than those properties. 

 
10.19 It is the case that a number of proposed properties on the north west side of the 

estate road do have both gables and  windows facing towards properties in 
Wellington Grove.  However, in each case it is considered that, where gable ends 
are close to the boundary they are blank and where windows do face towards 
houses in Wellington Grove the separation distance is considered adequate, as 
follows: 

 
• The gable of an H house type is close to the rear garden boundary of 7 

Wellington Grove.  The latter has an 18 metre rear garden and there are no 
windows in the gable end of the proposed dwelling. 

• A house type P looks towards 9-11 Wellington Grove. The proposed house 
has  an 11.2 metre rear garden and the back to back distance between the 
properties is a minimum of 27 metres. 

• The gable of a  house type is 5 metres from the rear garden boundary of 15 
Wellington Grove.  The latter has a 17 metre rear garden and there are no 
windows in the gable end of the proposed dwelling. 



• Two semi detached houses, type G, look towards 21 to 23 Wellington 
Grove.  These properties have garden lengths between 11 and 20 metres.  
21 and 23 have a minimum garden depth of 15 metres and the back to back 
distance between the properties is 27 metres.  

•  A house type J looks towards29 and 31 Wellington Grove. The proposed 
house has  a 13 metre rear garden and the back to back distance between 
the properties is a minimum of 29 metres. 

• The gable of a K house type is 6 metres to the rear garden boundary of 31 
Wellington Grove.  The latter has an 16 metre rear garden and there are no 
windows in the gable end of the proposed dwelling. 

• Three pairs of semis (two pairs A type and one F/G type, the latter 3 storey) 
are located looking towards 33-41 Wellington Grove.  They all have rear 
gardens of a minimum 10 metres, and the back to back distance is a 
minimum 23 metres. 

 
10.20 In all cases the new properties are at a higher level than the adjacent houses in 

Wellington Grove so that they will look over the houses in Wellington Grove rather 
than in to them.  It is considered that in all cases the relationships are acceptable 
and whilst the development will inevitably change the outlook from properties in 
Wellington Grove and their gardens it is not considered given the separation 
distance and garden lengths that the proposal will result in unacceptable detriment 
to residential amenity.  

 
 Highway Issues 
 
10.21. Other than the need for conditions to protect visibility splays and sight lines no issues 

have been raised in relation to the proposed layout and the access to Uppermoor. 
 

Other Issues 
 

10.22 The issues raised by nature conservation are noted.  However this is a reserved 
matter application and additional requirements relating of this nature cannot be 
added at this stage. An advisory note should be added to the decision drawing the 
applicants attention to the need to comply with the law in respect of disturbance of 
bats and breeding birds. 

 
10.23 The advice from Local Plans relating to affordable housing reflects current Policy.  

However the affordable housing requirement in relation to this site is determined by 
condition 8  of the outline. 

 
10.24 With regard to objections from local residents, most of these are dealt with in the 

appraisal.  Those that object to the principle of development cannot be considered 
in relation to this reserved matter application since the principle has already been 
established by the outline.  
 

11.0 CONCLUSION 
 

This reserved matters application provides details of layout and design for the 
development of this site, the principle of the development having been decided by 
the approval of application 25/25/05/OT on 1 February 2006. It is considered that 
the proposal would constitute an acceptable development for the site in terms of 
layout and design and is acceptable in highway terms and will not result in 
unacceptable loss of amenity for adjacent residents.  It is therefore recommended 
that reserved matters approval is granted subject to conditions  

 



 
Background Papers: 
Application 08/03190/RM and the outline permission for the site 25/25/05/OT. 
Certificate of Ownership 
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